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Spring Breakthrough: A Week of Learning for Learning's Sake I Duke Today

they watch student presentations Thursday night.
Photo by Jim Wallace.
Around 100 students, mostly first-years, spent Spring Break in Durham taking one ofeight informal classes
built around the concept oflearning for learning's sake. In Idris' class with biology professors Mohamed Noor
and Eric Spana, students explored the science behind science fiction and comic book stories such as Kong and
Captain America.
"This experience reminded me ofthe joy oflearning out ofcuriosity and for the sake ofknowledge, and it gave
me a drive and new-found motivation that I had definitely been lacking before spring break and that I plan to
carry forward with me all throughout my Duke education," Idris said. "I know for a fact that I want to further
pursue biology at Duke -- though I originally had sworn to myselfI wouldn't get anywhere near it! And I'm
really excited about what the rest ofmy semesters here hold."
As with the science fiction class, the topics could be light-hearted, but all delved into areas ofstrong scholarly
interest. The Captain America discussion, for example, was a hook for a quick review ofhuman genetics. A class
on the musical "Hamilton" had students learning history and ethics, as well as trying out their creative writing
and musical skills.

Spring Breakthrough Classes
• Confronting Climate Change in
North Carolina
• Encountering Thoreau in the
South
• "Hamilton": Music. History and
Politics
• Socrates on Trial
• Preventing Violent Extremism
in America
• The Biology ofPopular Science
Fiction TV & Movies
• Free Beer And Other Forces
That Get Us to Misbehave
• Puppies!
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Whenever the week's weather would allow, the students took
their learning in the field, in the movie theater, at zoos or over
meals.
Provost Sally Kornbluth said faculty and administrators are
collecting assessment data but are already thinking about
potential classes for next year.
Kornbluth spent the week visiting a number ofthe classes and
said she saw "engaged and excited students" and faculty
members who enjoyed "the opportunity to interact with highly
interested students in a stress-free environment."
"I think a side benefit that I hadn't anticipated was that students
found others whom they hadn't known before, but who shared
similar interests," Kornbluth said. "In addition, students had the
chance to have a good deal ofinteraction with the faculty both
inside and outside ofthe classroom, which they really
appreciated."

Steve Nowicki, dean ofundergraduate education, also said he saw a lot ofexcitement in the classes he visited.
Nowicki, a biologist, also promised to teach a Spring Breakthrough course next year, called "The Birds and the
Bees." ''Yes, it will be about sex," he said. "Does that beat puppies?"

Confronting Climate Change in North Carolina
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reverse: How did their reading of an African-American female pioneer activist shape their ideas about Thoreau
and "Walden?"
Students said one highlight was a field trip to Eno River State Park, which many had never visited. Throughout
the week, students said the class conversations were engaging.
"Professor Purdy does a fantastic job of facilitating discussion," said one student, "allowing students to direct
the flow of conversation often, while occasionally stepping in to point out some things he noticed."

"Hamilton": Music, History and Politics
Spring Breakthrough: Creating An Alternative "Hamilton"

a
For Noah Pickus, developing Duke's inaugural Spring Breakthrough course "Hamilton: Music, History and
Politics" was a family affair. His middle-school-aged daughter is a huge fan of the hit musical "Hamilton" and
his wife is a research archivist in Rubenstein Library who made historical documents from Alexander Hamilton
and Aaron Burr available for students to explore.
"These all came together to say, how do we teach about history and politics at the founding era and today, but
use the musical, which so many students are in love with, as a way of getting them in to do this in a different
kind of way than a traditional course that I might teach?" said Pickus, associate provost and a dean at Duke
Kunshan University.
Over four-and-a-half days, students explored praise and criticism of the musical and studied the time period in
which "Hamilton" takes place.
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